
Over the last year, Mrs. Nancy Edelman, Dr. Carol Master, Ms. Cary Reichardt and Ms. Lauren 
Burstein participated in the Yeshiva University Museum's Re-imagining Jewish Education 
Through Art program.  They spent three days at a summer workshop immersed in Lincoln 
Center Education's aesthetic education methodology, learning about how to use such methods 
to approach not only visual art but text, especially Jewish texts.  This semester, Mrs. Edelman 
and Dr. Master brought their 9th grade English classes to the YU Museum for the day to 
experience art making, art viewing, and finally, a look at an important Jewish text--the Ashrei 
prayer--as a work of art.  
 
As a final project, inspired by their introduction to aesthetics in text, Mrs. Edelman's class 
looked at the use of a particular motif--blindness--in the art of Pablo Picasso, in the texts they 
had studied in class over the year, and in the language of a story from Tanach of their 
choosing.  Each student had the opportunity to present their motif study in the form of a 
collage, a painting, a PowerPoint, Prezi, video, or any other modality of their choice.  The power 
of the motif became very clear as the students saw how it functioned in the larger work of art 
(the text).  

Dr. Master’s 9Y1 English class spent last Monday at a workshop at the Yeshiva University 
Museum, creating mini-sculptures using wood cuttings and putty, cutting different colored 
paper shapes with scissors and reorganizing the words of a Psalm to write their own "Coming 
Home" poem.  Students were enthusiastic about the morning where they experienced the joy 
of artmaking, but truly became invested in the afternoon experience when they wrote creative 
pieces using words from "Ashrei" to design their own poems, injecting new meaning into the 
prayer. As an extra bonus during lunch, some students took the initiative to view some of the 
YU Museum's exhibits. 
 
For our students, this has been an extraordinarily novel learning experience in which they have 
begun the journey of imaginatively integrating the visual arts and classic Jewish texts. 
 


